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Motivation
There are many possible normative questions that might require analysis such as that
performed in this exercise. For example, a policy maker wanting to impose a tax instrument to
fund public works would like to know the specific impacts of different tax schedules. In
particular, policy makers like to know the amount of distortion caused by subjecting citizens to
payroll and income taxes and the relative effects in different income levels.
Positive Question
The positive questions analyzed in this paper are i) what are labor supply elasticities of
men and women with respect to wage and income, ii) what are the labor supply impacts of
payroll and income taxes, iii) what are the deadweight losses of different levels of labor taxes
on men and women, and iv) what are the welfare effects (equivalent variation) of various
degrees of labor taxes on men and women.
Assumptions and Imposed Structure
In order to tackle the questions at hand, as usual, I needed to assume that agents are
rational utility maximizers. Further, to econometrically estimate the coefficients of various
factors of labor supply, I needed to assume that my asserted factors of labor supply were
neither collinear or endogenous.
Methodology
My first step was to analyze the histograms of labor supply in the data provided. The
histogram suggested that there was a certain censoring effect present on labor supply at 0
hours. I used Heckit estimation to deal with this treatment effect. The histogram also indicated
that there was a mass point at 40 hours of labor supply/week of comparable magnitude to the
censored mass at 0. In a more rigorous version, I could identify another, more complicated
treatment effect causing this mass point, or discretize the agents’ choice set to generate this
mass, however for the remaining discussion in this paper I proceeded to let that mass be, and
only treat the mass accumulated at 0.
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My second step was to postulate a labor supply equation capturing the factors
determining agents’ supply of labor. I wanted the specification of the equation to be simple
such that it could eventually be integrable to identify explicit welfare effects, to be flexible
enough such that if it appears there are misspecifications that I can easily tweak its components
and better explain the data, to be economically sensible, and to be free of collinearity and
endogeneity concerns. Further, in order to best utilize Heckit’s procedure to account for the
censoring, I would also need to identify regressors that are more prevalent in the labor
participation decision than the quantity of labor supply decision. The regressors I chose were
education variables. The argument is that an agent’s labor supply decision depends heavily on
their education, and the quantity of labor supply depends less prevalently on education level.
I initiated with a linear labor supply specification with dummy variable quintile bands on
wage and outside income. The bands were chose to correspond to the different tax brackets
given the 1994 data, and proved decent in that roughly 20% of the observations did fall in the
bracket quintiles. In particular, the labor supply equation is
*heckman hrslyr quin1wage quin2wage quin3wage quin4wage quin1out quin2out
quin3out quin4out married child1 child2 age agesq if sex == 1,
select(working = quin1wage quin2wage quin3wage quin4wage quin1out quin2out
quin3out quin4out married child1 child2 age agesq grade12 hsgrad somecollege
collegegrad gradschool) rhosigma;
Where
Child1

#children<6

Child2

#children>6

When I estimate the above model it became apparent that my piecewise approximation
by dummies for the relationship approximated a logarithmic relationship. Further the
selection- step Probit regression was generating large standard errors. Therefore I decided to
go ahead and specify the suggested logarithmic relationship between those variables, and
regress again. (This model coefficients were comparable to the piecewise approximation, but
with smaller standard errors.) The model specification is

heckman lhrs lwage loutsideinc married child1 child2 age agesq if sex ==1, twostep
select(working = lwage loutsideinc married child1 child2 age agesq grade12 hsgrad
somecollege collegegrad gradschool) rhosigma;
All coefficient values and standard errors appear in the appendix.
My third step was to run the regression for the logarithmic specification. I chose the 1step Heckit given that Stata had a timely turnaround and thus eliminate any extra collinearity
noise that might creep in from unnecessarily separating the procedure into a probit selectionstep and an output step. Also, I ran a Heckit regression as opposed to a Tobit regression since
the censoring at zero was not just a data treatment effect, but also appears as budget
constraint in the agents’ labor supply choice set.
Results and Findings
The labor supply elasticities for men and women with respect to payroll and income
taxes reduce nicely with the logarithmic specification on the labor supply equation.
The elasticities simply correspond to the coefficients on labor and income respectively.
Labor supply elasticity wrt

Men

Female

wage

-.0238

.02

outside income

-.00875

-.01

The impact of labor taxes on the supply of men’s and women’s labor captures the
information of the elasticity values. Graphed below are the impacts of percentages of payroll
and income taxes on labor supply. For ease of comparison, with no taxes, I started both men
and women at the sample average of 27.6 hours worked/week.
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Next, graphed below are the generated Dead-Weight Losses associated with both
payroll taxes and income taxes for men and women. The units are in terms of dollars/hour, but
can easily convert.
Variables still specified at mean levesl, but to adapt the analysis to a particular income distribution, one
can simply break into quintiles and calculate each quintile according to its particular conditional means.
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One further caution before drawing implications from the graphs. Although it may
appear that welfare effects are more tragic from income taxes, it should be noted that a
percentage income tax generates more government revenue than a percentage of payroll tax,
since the income tax is over all sources of income. A policy maker may like to further compare
labor tax instruments with revenue generated given a particular income distribution.
I calculated welfare effects of the different labor taxes using the welfare metric of
Equivalent Variation. I did not need to generalize the metric as the economy is essentially one
good, labor supply. As usual, the Equivalent Variation identifies the cost to an agent of a policy
in pre-policy dollars. The agent identified is an agent of mean demographics, except that he or
she works 48 weeks/year for sake of interest. The values were calculated using Hausman 1981
solutions to some labor supply specifications, of which logs is one.
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Similarly, Equivalent Variation for Tax Percentages, Females
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Using this metric of welfare, the effects of labor taxes on men and women of the
same demographic characteristics are very similar. The Dead-Weight Loss metric of welfare,
however, suggests that even if men and women are of similar demographic characteristics, the
effects are different and that the tax incidence should fall to men predominantly. It should be
remembered that I specified men and women of equal characteristics for ease of comparison,
and that is not necessarily the real case, thus changing desired tax incidence. In particular,
using the standard Ramsey result of taxation and the labor supply elasticity results, since
female labor supply is more elastic, it should be subjected to lesser income tax levels.
Final conclusions stipulate that policy makers should consult with their particular
constituency’s income distribution and conditional demographics for each bracket. Then, using
the methods and estimates brought forth in this paper, impose tax instruments that generate
the needed public funds while minimizing the welfare impact of their choice, preferably the
Equivalent Variation metric.
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